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Abstract 
It is customary to define a phase space such that position and momentum are mutually orthogonal coordinates. Associated 
with these coordinates, or domains, are the position and momentum operators. Representations of the state vector in 
these coordinates are related by the Fourier transformation. We consider a continuum of “fractional” domains making 
arbitrary angles with the position and momentum domains. Representations in these domains are related by the fractional 
Fourier transformation. We derive transformation, commutation, and uncertainty relations between coordinate multiplication, 
differentiation, translation, and phase shift operators making arbitrary angles with each other. These results have a simple 
geometric interpretation in phase space and applications in quantum optics. 
The fractional Fourier transform has already found applications in many areas, such as the solution of some 
differential equations [ 1,2], the study of optical beam propagation and laser resonators [ 31, the modeling and 
description of first-order optical systems [4-81, and most notably signal processing [ 1,2,9,10]. The fractional 
transform can be realized optically [4,1 l-14,7,15], as well as digitally. 
The theory of the fractional transform is not widely known among physicists. Despite this, some authors in 
quantum optics have used concepts and results inherently similar to those found in the theory of the fractional 
transform, without being aware of the larger framework in which these concepts are situated [ 16-201. This is 
because the fractional transform naturally asserts itself in this area. Only very recently have some authors in 
these areas became aware of the fractional Fourier transform [ 21,221. We believe that the fractional Fourier 
transform and associated concepts will serve as useful tools in quantum optics, as well as other ares of physics. 
In this letter we consolidate the essentials of this body of knowledge in the language and notation of quantum 
mechanics, and derive important results such as the commutation and uncertainty relations between two arbitrary 
domains. 
In the quantum theory of light, the radiation field is expressed in terms of photon annihilation and creation 
operators (2 and at). The electric and magnetic fields associated with one mode of the radiation field, as well 
as their quadrature components (& = (it + Zrt)/2 and & = (a - Bt)/2i) are analogous to the momentum and 
position (@ and 4) of a one dimensional harmonic oscillator. It is well known that for any state vector I$), 
there is a Fourier transform relation between the position representation &b(q) = (qj$) and the momentum 
representation I/Q,(~) E (PI@). In this Letter, we explore other representations that are related by the more 
general fractional Fourier transform, and investigate the operators associated with these representations. 
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Let 3 denote the Fourier transform operation so that +I( ) = 3[ tl/o( ) ] is the Fourier transform of the function 
&J ( ) . The ath order fractional Fourier transform operation is denoted as 3* so that +b ( ) = 3a [ $o( ) ] is the 
ath order fractional Fourier transform of the function &J ( ) . F” corresponds to the ordinary Fourier operation 
3, and 9 is the identity operation. 9 corresponds to the parity operation so that 34 is also equivalent o 
the identity operation. We also have 3a13a* = 3@l+a2. The fractional Fourier transform can be defined for 
0 < jai < 2 as [93 
XT2 
- 
+ 2tanq5 >I ’
Ad = (2~1 sinq51)- l/2 exp[ -i?rsgn( sin 4) /4 i- i4/2 1, (1) 
where C#J = a?r/2. The kernel B,( x, x’) approaches 6(x - x’) or S( x + x’) when a approaches 0 or 2, 
respectively. 
The functions Jln ( ) for different values of a may be considered as different representations of the state vector 
Iti,) for a single particle in one dimension. In particular, &(x0) = (XO~Q!J) may be interpreted as the position 
representation of the state vector, where 1x0) is an eigenket of the position operator 20 with eigenvalue x0. 
Likewise, J/I (XI ) = (x1 I$) is interpreted as the momentum (spatial frequency) representation f the state vector, 
where 1x1) is an eigenket of the momentum operator 21 with eigenvalue x1. (20 and PI are commonly known 
as 4 and 6.) In the language of signal processing, cl/o(xo) and $1 (XI) are referred to as the representation of 
the signal (state vector) in the space and spatial frequency domains, respectively. Generalizing this terminology, 
we may refer to the x, axis for each a as the ath fractional Fourier domain. 
There is nothing special about the a = 0 representation, it merely corresponds to the choice of origin of 
the parameter a. We can transform from the x0 representation to the x, t representation by taking a fractional 
Fourier transform [91 
$a (All> = J B(a,-a,(xa,,xa)~o(xa) dxa. 
Since &( xn) = (xIlll/l) and from completeness 
(2) 
(xa~141/) = /-~xa+a)(xal~) dx,, (3) 
J 
we observe B(,I_,) (x0’, xa ) = (x0, f_xa). Associated with the x, representation for each value of a, an operator 
&, is defined such that (x,l&[$) = xa(xal$). W e now derive several relations between these operators. 
The x, representation of the ket vector &+I[$) is given by 
This is nothing but the well known property of Fourier transforms tating that multiplication in 
domain corresponds to differentiation in the space domain. The effect of f, in any other arbitrary 
may be expressed as 
.& = R,t cos( 4’ - 4) - &+l sin( 4’ - 4). 
This is derived in a straightforward manner from the fractional Fourier transform property [2,12] 
(4) 
the Fourier 
domain x,1 
(5) 
3”-“[~,~~/,(~,)1 =x,~{3a’~“~~~(~a~l}~~~(4’ - 4) - f~{3~‘-Y[~~(x,)I}sin(4’ - 41, (6) 
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Fig. 1. Schematic. 
which in turn is derived directly from Eq. (2). Substituting a -+ a + 1 in Eq. (5) (or by using a property 
analogous to Eq. (6) for .P’-a [ dt,& (x,) /dx,] ) we obtain an equation for ~?~+l, which when combined with 
Eq. (5) gives L1 & 
[ Ii cos(qb’ - c.$>- sin(# - 4) i,, = n &I+1 sin(f$‘-4) cos(f$-#) I[ 1 &+I . (7) 
This equation suggests an analogy with basis vectors in R*. Referring to Fig. 1, we see that the angle C$ = a7r/2 
may be interpreted as the angle the ath domain makes with the 0th (position or space) domain and (4’ - 4) = 
(a’ - a)7r/2 may be interpreted as the angle between the ath and a’th domains. In particular, domains whose 
indices differ by unity are orthogonal. (This is consistent with the customary definition of phase space such 
that q and p are mutually orthogonal coordinates.) 
The ia operator, which simply multiplies &(x0) by x0 in the x0 domain, results in a linear combination 
of multiplication by xat and differentiation with respect to n,! in the X,J domain. The 2a+, operator, which 
differentiates with respect to x, in the x= domain, results in a similar linear combination. The coefficients of 
these linear combinations are cosines and sines corresponding to the “projection” of these operators on the xar 
domain. 
It is also possible to express & in terms of any two operators Pal and &, provided the latter two are 
not collinear, and express any function of an arbitrary number of operators F(&,, , ib”, . - -) in the form 
F’( 2,~ ,Z&U ) . Furthermore, it is possible to define the space spanned by any two noncollinear operators Zn and 
&, and operations such as inner products and norms. Although we do not present these extensions here, we 
will further discuss the above geometrical interpretation at the end of this paper in conjunction with Wigner 
distributions. 
The commutator between two arbitrary operators Z. and & 
[R,, f,r ] = i sin( r$’ - 4) (8) 
is derived using Eqs. (4), (7) and the well known commutator [a~, 311 = [d,p^] = i. This commutation relation 
between twd nonorthogonal domains implies the uncertainty relationship 
(A.?:) (A$) 1 $ sin*( 4’ - 4) (9) 
between representations in these two domains. Here (A@ = (C?:) - (.?,) * is the variance of f,. The existence 
of such an uncertainty relationship was previously suggested in a signal processing context [ 91. 
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We now define the operator exp(is20). Its effect in the xa domain is given simply by (xnl exp(it&) I+) = 
exp (i&x,) (x= ) $) . On the other hand, the effect of the exp (it.!&+ 1) operator in the same domain is given by 
(xOIexp(iS&+i)M) = (xO+SM> =&(x, +5). (10) 
This is just the Fourier transform property stating that multiplication by a phase factor in one domain corresponds 
to translation in the orthogonal domain. Using Eq. (7), the effect of exp( ita,) in the xQt domain can be obtained 
as 
(x,tl exp(i&)($) = exp[ +*sin(qS - 4) cos(# - (6)/2] 
x (x0! I exp[ it&l cos( #J’ - 4) ] exp [ -it&+t sin( 4’ - 4) ] I#) 
=exp[it*sin(d’-@)cos(+‘-@)/2] 
x (x0/l exp[ -i&&~+i sin(# - c$)] exp[i&cos(f$ - 4,>]l$), (11) 
where Glauber’s formula [23] exp(A + 8) = exp(& exp(8) exp( -[A, fi]/2) for any two operators A and 
& that commute with their commutator has been used. Eq. ( 11) shows that the exp(itZO) operator, which 
simply results in a phase shift in the xa domain, results in a translation followed by a phase shift (or a 
phase shift followed by a translation) in the x0’ domain. (The fact that translation and phase shifting do 
not commute accounts for the additional phase factor coming from Glauber’s formula.) By employing the 
substitution a -+ a + 1, we can obtain a second pair of equations similar to Eq. ( 1 I > :
(m I ev(i5%+1) IS) = exp[ic*sin(+’ - 4) cos(4’ - +)/2] 
x (x,) 1 exp[ i&f sin( (p’ - (6) ] exp [ it&+, cos( (6’ - 4) ] 14) 
=exp[-i&?*sin($’ - 4) cos(& - $)/2] 
x (xa~Iexp[i~aa~+~cos(#‘-~)]exp[i~P,~sin(~’-~)]l~). (12) 
Eq. (12) shows that the exp(ir_&+t) operator, which simply results in a translation in the x0 domain, results 
in a translation followed by a phase shift (or a phase shift followed by a translation) in the x0/ domain. As 
with Eq. ( 11)) here also the amount of translation and phase shift is given by cosine and sine multipliers 
corresponding to the projection of the translation or phase shift on the new set of axes.,It is also worth noting 
that starting from Eqs. ( 11) and ( 12) we can obtain formulas similar to Eq. (6) for 3” -“[exp( i&x,)&(x,) ] 
and 3a’-a [&(x0 - 5) 1. (These formulas can also be derived directly from Eq. ( 1) [ 2,121.) 
Everything derived until now strongly supports the analogy depicted in Fig. 1. Finally, we discuss how this 
is directly related to an important property of fractional Fourier transforms. The Wigner distribution W,p (q, p) 
of II/J) is given by 
co 
W+(%P) = 
s 
&(q + q’/2)rG-,*(q - q’/2) exp(-ipq’) dq’ (13) 
--oo 
where (c/4(q) = (ql$). It is possible to relate &(x0) = (x~]+) to the Wigner distribution by [ 25,9] 
R+[W*(q,p)l = lvM&)12 (14) 
where the Radon transform operation K!4 takes the integral projection of the Wigner distribution on an axis 
making angle Cp with the xn = q axis. Two widely known special cases are 
s W(q,p) dp = l$&)12+ I W(q,p) dq = l#&)12- (15, 16) 
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Eq. (14) means that the projection of the Wagner distribution of ]I+) on an axis making angle 4 = an-12 with 
the xc = q axis gives the (absolute square) of the representation of I+) in the x, domain. This supports the 
idea of referring to the axis making an angle 4 with the x0 axis as the x, axis (or the xQ domain), as depicted 
in Fig. I [9]. 
We now summarize. Two representations which are related through a Fourier transform are orthogonal to each 
other. The operator _Za is orthogonal to the operator _?a+~, or equivalently, the operation of multiplying by x0 is 
orthogonal to the operation d/dx,. Likewise, multiplication by a phase factor is orthogonal to a corresponding 
translation, and so forth. Two representations that are related through a fractional Fourier transform of order 
a make an angle 4 = a7r/2 with each other. Coordinate multiplication or differentiation in one of these 
domains results in a combination of these two operations in the other domain, as given by Eq. (7). Likewise, 
multiplication by a phase factor or a translation in one of these domains results in a combination of these two 
operations in the other domain, as given by Eqs. (11) and (12). The weighting factors appearing in these 
equations are cosines and sines with a direct interpretation as projections. The commutator and uncertainty 
relation between nonorthogonal domains are also interpreted in terms of this geometric picture. 
The Wigner phase space is a particularly useful picture in dealing with coherent and squeezed states in 
quantum optics [ 261. In particular, rotation, translation, and squeeze operators in phase space can be used to 
generate coherent and squeezed states from the vacuum state. Thus, the theory and tools of fractional Fourier 
transforms are expected to have applications in this area. 
Finally, we note an aveune for future research. In standard texts [ 231, one usually starts with the commutator 
as given and then proceeds to derive the (Fourier) relationship between the space and momentum represen- 
tations. It would be likewise interesting to start from Eq. (8) and derive the transformation relation Eq. ( 1) 
among the various domains. 
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